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The Project

Aims
Facilitate a Web-centric interoperable annotation environment
Demonstrate the proposed environment for scholarly use-cases
Seed adoption by deployment of high-visibility production systems

Phase I
Exploration of Existing Systems, Requirements and Use Case analysis
Initial Interoperability Specification
Integration of AXE and Zotero

Mellon Foundation Funded
14 Months for Phase I
Hope to proceed to Phases II and III
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Zotero notes as a stable URI
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Note text

Teaching with Weblogs :: Presentation notes

Some scattered notes for my brown bag presentation. Some of this may or may not make it into the conversation.

Based mainly on my experience teaching with blogs.

- Four semesters teaching History 120 (45–50 students per course)
  - Fall 06 – Individual blogs on TypePad
Zotero [zoh-TAIR-oh] is a free, easy-to-use Firefox extension to help you **collect, manage, cite, and share** your research sources. It lives right where you do your work—in the **web browser** itself.

**Collect Everything**

Record your online research with one click.

- **Capture Research Data**
  Collect information on books, journal articles, and other resources with a single click in your location bar

- **Archive the Web**
  Archive entire web pages in your library

---

**Download**

Latest version: **2.0.2**

- Download word processor plugins
- Download previous Zotero version (1.0.10)

**What's new in Zotero 2.0?**
- Upgrading from Zotero 1.0
- Having trouble installing?

---

**Zotero News**

- **Introducing ZoteroSquare April 1, 2010**
- **Planet Earth Likes Zotero File Storage March 17, 2010**
- **Zotero 2.0 Launch: Upgrade Today! March 16, 2010**

**more zotero news...**

---

**Twitter Updates**
Vibrancy of Zotero Community

Downloaded more than 4,000,000 times

Over 550,000 weekly users

Nearly 200,000 unique users every day

59,000 user posts in 12,000 discussions

Already more than 15,000 collaborative groups

Over 500 members in open source dev group
Integrating AXE into Zotero will instantly insert the OAC data model into hundreds of thousands of researchers’ workflows.
Deploying AXE in Zotero will instantly integrate it with Zotero’s new collaborative features.
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Continuing Development

implement the OAC annotation spec and AXE into others
software projects to put it in the hands of as many people
as possible